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Fundamentals of Tractor Design
An Introduction to Modern Cosmology Third Edition is an accessible account of
modern cosmological ideas. The Big Bang Cosmology is explored, looking at its
observational successes in explaining the expansion of the Universe, the existence
and properties of the cosmic microwave background, and the origin of light
elements in the universe. Properties of the very early Universe are also covered,
including the motivation for a rapid period of expansion known as cosmological
inflation. The third edition brings this established undergraduate textbook up-todate with the rapidly evolving observational situation. This fully revised edition of a
bestseller takes an approach which is grounded in physics with a logical flow of
chapters leading the reader from basic ideas of the expansion described by the
Friedman equations to some of the more advanced ideas about the early universe.
It also incorporates up-to-date results from the Planck mission, which imaged the
anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation over the whole sky.
The Advanced Topic sections present subjects with more detailed mathematical
approaches to give greater depth to discussions. Student problems with hints for
solving them and numerical answers are embedded in the chapters to facilitate the
reader’s understanding and learning. Cosmology is now part of the core in many
degree programs. This current, clear and concise introductory text is relevant to a
wide range of astronomy programs worldwide and is essential reading for
undergraduates and Masters students, as well as anyone starting research in
cosmology. The accompanying website for this text, http://booksupport.wiley.com,
provides additional material designed to enhance your learning, as well as errata
within the text.

An Introduction to Active Galactic Nuclei
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Lectures on Astrophysics provides an account of classic and contemporary aspects
of astrophysics, with an emphasis on analytic calculations and physical
understanding. It introduces fundamental topics in astrophysics, including the
properties of single and binary stars, the phenomena associated with interstellar
matter, and the structure of galaxies. Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg combines
exceptional physical insight with his gift for clear exposition to cover exciting
recent developments and new results. Emphasizing theoretical results, and
explaining their derivation and application, this book provides an invaluable
resource for physics and astronomy students and researchers.

An Introduction to Thermal Physics
Fundamental Astronomy
Life is crammed with busyness, screen time, and an abundance of shallow
experiences. If you don’t mindfully change your way of thinking and behaving,
that’s all your life will ever be. Foundations of Wellness can help you live a
satisfying life—one full of rich and deep experiences. You’ll understand your
identity and inner strengths and resources as well as set and move toward
meaningful personal goals. With Foundations of Wellness, you will explore physical,
mental, emotional, social, environmental, and spiritual realms of wellness using an
evidence-based approach to health and wellness that will help you explore ways to
live your life to the fullest. You will examine the seven attitudinal foundations of
mindfulness to daily living, delve into wellness resources and dietary needs,
discover health check strategies, and learn the keys to making healthy behavioral
changes. Foundations of Wellness is written in a conversational style and divided
into three parts. Part I establishes basic wellness problems and introduces tools to
discovering wellness and inner peace. Part II addresses physical dimensions of
wellness, including physical activity, nutrition, sleep, and body maintenance. In
part III you’ll discover the strategies that will propel you to a higher level of
living—one that can affect not only your life but also the lives of others for
generations to come. Each chapter explores key concepts and topics that affect
your wellness. The chapters begin with objectives and a vignette that illustrates a
challenge related to the content and use stories to illustrate teaching points. The
text also incorporates activity sidebars that empower you to make the behavioral
changes that will lead to a more satisfying and meaningful life. You will learn how
to incorporate mindfulness—a practice that helps you live with greater
awareness—and positive psychology as you embark on your wellness journey. In
Foundations of Wellness, you will also learn the seven attitudinal foundations of
mindfulness practices and explore the spiritual truths that are at the core of
wellness.

Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences
A coherent introduction for researchers in astronomy, particle physics, and
cosmology on the formation and evolution of galaxies.

Gravity's Fatal Attraction
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"This is a basic introduction to the physics of compact objects in the context of
High Time Resolution Astrophysics (HTRA)"--

Foundations of Astrophysics
Stars are mostly found in binary and multiple systems, with at least 50% of all
solar-like stars having companions; this fraction approaches 100% for the most
massive stars. A large proportion of these systems interact and alter the structure
and evolution of their components, leading to exotic objects such as Algol
variables, blue stragglers and other chemically peculiar stars, but also to
phenomena such as non-spherical planetary nebulae, supernovae and gamma-ray
bursts. While it is understood that binaries play a critical role in the Initial Mass
Function, the interactions among binary systems significantly affect the dynamical
evolution of stellar clusters and galaxies. This interdisciplinary volume presents
results from state-of-the-art models and observations aimed at studying the impact
of binaries on stellar evolution in resolved and unresolved populations. Serving as
a bridge between observational and theoretical astronomy, it is a comprehensive
review for researchers and advanced students of astrophysics.

Physics and Chemistry of the Solar System
An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics is a comprehensive, well-organized and
engaging text covering every major area of modern astrophysics, from the solar
system and stellar astronomy to galactic and extragalactic astrophysics, and
cosmology. Designed to provide students with a working knowledge of modern
astrophysics, this textbook is suitable for astronomy and physics majors who have
had a first-year introductory physics course with calculus. Featuring a brief
summary of the main scientific discoveries that have led to our current
understanding of the universe; worked examples to facilitate the understanding of
the concepts presented in the book; end-of-chapter problems to practice the skills
acquired; and computational exercises to numerically model astronomical systems,
the second edition of An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics is the go-to textbook
for learning the core astrophysics curriculum as well as the many advances in the
field.

Astrophysics
The first comprehensive graduate-level textbook on one of the most dynamic areas
of contemporary astronomy - the study of 'active galactic nuclei'.

Basic Training in Mathematics
In the rapidly advancing field of flight aerodynamics, it is especially important for
students to master the fundamentals. This text, written by renowned experts,
clearly presents the basic concepts of underlying aerodynamic prediction
methodology. These concepts are closely linked to physical principles so that they
are more readily retained and their limits of applicability are fully appreciated.
Ultimately, this will provide students with the necessary tools to confidently
approach and solve practical flight vehicle design problems of current and future
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interest. This book is designed for use in courses on aerodynamics at an advanced
undergraduate or graduate level. A comprehensive set of exercise problems is
included at the end of each chapter.

Foundations of Astrophysics
This fully revised and updated text is a comprehensive introduction to astronomical
objects and phenomena. By applying some basic physical principles to a variety of
situations, students will learn how to relate everyday physics to the astronomical
world. Starting with the simplest objects, the text contains explanations of how and
why astronomical phenomena occur, and how astronomers collect and interpret
information about stars, galaxies and the solar system. The text looks at the
properties of stars, star formation and evolution; neutron stars and black holes; the
nature of galaxies; and the structure of the universe. It examines the past, present
and future states of the universe; and final chapters use the concepts that have
been developed to study the solar system, its formation; the possibility of finding
other planetary systems; and the search for extraterrestrial life. This
comprehensive text contains useful equations, chapter summaries, worked
examples and end-of-chapter problem sets.

Astrophysics in a Nutshell
Astrophysics: Decoding the Cosmos is an accessible introduction to the key
principles and theories underlying astrophysics. This text takes a close look at the
radiation and particles that we receive from astronomical objects, providing a
thorough understanding of what this tells us, drawing the information together
using examples to illustrate the process of astrophysics. Chapters dedicated to
objects showing complex processes are written in an accessible manner and pull
relevant background information together to put the subject firmly into context.
The intention of the author is that the book will be a ‘tool chest’ for undergraduate
astronomers wanting to know the how of astrophysics. Students will gain a
thorough grasp of the key principles, ensuring that this often-difficult subject
becomes more accessible.

Lectures on Astrophysics
This book provides a comprehensive, self-contained introduction to one of the most
exciting frontiers in astrophysics today: the quest to understand how the oldest
and most distant galaxies in our universe first formed. Until now, most research on
this question has been theoretical, but the next few years will bring about a new
generation of large telescopes that promise to supply a flood of data about the
infant universe during its first billion years after the big bang. This book bridges the
gap between theory and observation. It is an invaluable reference for students and
researchers on early galaxies. The First Galaxies in the Universe starts from basic
physical principles before moving on to more advanced material. Topics include
the gravitational growth of structure, the intergalactic medium, the formation and
evolution of the first stars and black holes, feedback and galaxy evolution,
reionization, 21-cm cosmology, and more. Provides a comprehensive introduction
to this exciting frontier in astrophysics Begins from first principles Covers advanced
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topics such as the first stars and 21-cm cosmology Prepares students for research
using the next generation of large telescopes Discusses many open questions to be
explored in the coming decade

Dynamics
The topic of hydrogen in an on metals and alloys is important in a number
ofdisciplines including solid-state physics, materials science, physical chemistry,
and energy technology. This volume treats the dynamics of hydrogen in
intermetallic compounds, surface properties, kinetics, and applications of metal
hydrides in energy technology. In addition, selected experimental methods are
described. The introductory chapter will enable non-specialists to gain an overall
picture of the field and to appreciate the relevant scientific issue. The companion
volume, Hydrogene in Intermetallic Compounds I, was published as Vol. 63 of
Topics in Applied Physics.

An Invitation To Astrophysics
This text is intended for the undergraduate course in math methods, with an
audience of physics and engineering majors. As a required course in most
departments, the text relies heavily on explained examples, real-world applications
and student engagement. Supporting the use of active learning, a strong focus is
placed upon physical motivation combined with a versatile coverage of topics that
can be used as a reference after students complete the course. Each chapter
begins with an overview that includes a list of prerequisite knowledge, a list of
skills that will be covered in the chapter, and an outline of the sections. Next
comes the motivating exercise, which steps the students through a real-world
physical problem that requires the techniques taught in each chapter.

A Student's Guide to the Mathematics of Astronomy
For Readers of Michio Kaku and Stephen Hawking, an Epic Journey through the
Intelligent Universe With the ongoing advancement of AI and other technologies,
our world is becoming increasingly intelligent. From chatbots to innovations in
brain-computer interfaces to the possibility of superintelligences leading to the
Singularity later this century, our reality is being transformed before our eyes. This
is commonly seen as the natural result of progress, but what if there’s more to it
than that? What if intelligence is an inevitability, an underlying property of the
universe? In Future Minds, Richard Yonck challenges our assumptions about
intelligence—what it is, how it came to exist, its place in the development of life on
Earth and possibly throughout the cosmos. Taking a Big History perspective—over
the 14 billion years from the Big Bang to the present and beyond—he draws on
recent developments in physics and complexity theory to explore the questions:
Why do pockets of increased complexity develop, giving rise to life, intelligence,
and civilization? How will it grow and change throughout this century, transforming
both technology and humanity? As we expand outward from our planet, will we
discover other forms of intelligence, or will we conclude we are destined to go it
alone? Any way we look at it, the nature of intelligence in the universe is becoming
a central concern for humanity. Ours. Theirs. And everything in between.
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An Introduction to Modern Astrophysics
Based on course material used by the author at Yale University, this practical text
addresses the widening gap found between the mathematics required for upperlevel courses in the physical sciences and the knowledge of incoming students.
This superb book offers students an excellent opportunity to strengthen their
mathematical skills by solving various problems in differential calculus. By covering
material in its simplest form, students can look forward to a smooth entry into any
course in the physical sciences.

Hydrogen in Intermetallic Compounds II
This is a textbook for the standard undergraduate-level course in thermal physics.
The book explores applications to engineering, chemistry, biology, geology,
atmospheric science, astrophysics, cosmology, and everyday life.

The First Galaxies in the Universe
An Introduction to Modern Stellar Astrophysics
Richly illustrated with the images from observatories on the ground and in space,
and computer simulations, this book shows how black holes were discovered, and
discusses our current understanding of their role in cosmic evolution. This second
edition covers new discoveries made in the past decade, including definitive proof
of a black hole at the center of the Milky Way, evidence that the expansion of the
Universe is accelerating, and the new appreciation of the connection between
black holes and galaxy formation. There are entirely new chapters on gamma-ray
bursts and cosmic feedback. Begelman and Rees blend theoretical arguments with
observational results to demonstrate how both approaches contributed to this
subject. Clear illustrations and photographs reveal the strange and amazing
workings of our universe. The engaging style makes this book suitable for
introductory undergraduate courses, amateur astronomers, and all readers
interested in astronomy and physics.

Mosaicos
This unique book provides a clear and lucid description of several aspects of
astrophysics and cosmology in a language understandable to a physicist or
beginner in astrophysics. It presents the key topics in all branches of astrophysics
and cosmology in a simple and concise language. The emphasis is on currently
active research areas and exciting new frontiers rather than on more pedantic
topics. Many complicated results are introduced with simple, novel derivations
which strengthen the conceptual understanding of the subject. The book also
contains over one hundred exercises which will help students in their self
study.Undergraduate and graduate students in physics and astrophysics as well as
all physicists who are interested in obtaining a quick grasp of astrophysical
concepts will find this book useful.
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An Introduction to Modern Cosmology
Online student resource material cab be accessed under the 'Support Materials'
tab at https://www.routledge.com/9780367207939 Doing Academic Research is a
concise, accessible, and tightly organized overview of the research process in the
humanities, social sciences, and business. Conducting effective scholarly research
can seem like a frustrating, confusing, and unpleasant experience. Early
researchers often have inconsistent knowledge and experience, and can become
overwhelmed – reducing their ability to produce high quality work. Rather than a
book about research, this is a practical guide to doing research. It guides budding
researchers along the process of developing an effective workflow, where to go for
help, and how to actually complete the project. The book addresses diversity in
abilities, interest, discipline, and ways of knowing by focusing not just on the
process of conducting any one method in detail, but also on the ways in which
someone might choose a research method and conduct it successfully. Finally, it
emphasizes accessibility and approachability through real-world examples, key
insights, tips, and tricks from active researchers. This book is a highly useful
addition to both content area courses and research methods courses, as well as a
practical guide for graduate students and independent scholars interested in
publishing their research.

Basic Aerodynamics
This work provides a contemporary and complete introduction to astrophysics for
astronomy and physics majors. With a logical presentation and conceptual and
quantitative end-of-chapter problems, the material is easy to understand and ideal
for astrophysics students.

Astrophysics of Planet Formation
The New York Times bestselling tour of the cosmos from three of today's leading
astrophysicists Welcome to the Universe is a personal guided tour of the cosmos
by three of today's leading astrophysicists. Inspired by the enormously popular
introductory astronomy course that Neil deGrasse Tyson, Michael A. Strauss, and J.
Richard Gott taught together at Princeton, this book covers it all—from planets,
stars, and galaxies to black holes, wormholes, and time travel. Describing the
latest discoveries in astrophysics, the informative and entertaining narrative
propels you from our home solar system to the outermost frontiers of space. How
do stars live and die? Why did Pluto lose its planetary status? What are the
prospects of intelligent life elsewhere in the universe? How did the universe begin?
Why is it expanding and why is its expansion accelerating? Is our universe alone or
part of an infinite multiverse? Answering these and many other questions, the
authors open your eyes to the wonders of the cosmos, sharing their knowledge of
how the universe works. Breathtaking in scope and stunningly illustrated
throughout, Welcome to the Universe is for those who hunger for insights into our
evolving universe that only world-class astrophysicists can provide.

Galaxy Formation and Evolution
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Foundations of Astrophysics provides a contemporary and complete introduction to
astrophysics for astronomy and physics majors. With a logical presentation and
conceptual and quantitative end-of-chapter problems, the material is accessible to
introductory astrophysics students taking a two-semester survey course. Starting
with the motions of the solar system and a discussion of the interaction of matter
and light, the authors explore the physical nature of objects in the solar system,
and the exciting new field of exoplanets. The second half of their text covers
stellar, galactic, and extragalactic astronomy, followed by a brief discussion of
cosmology. This is a reissue of the original 2010 edition, which has established
itself as one of the market-leading astrophysics texts, well known for its clarity and
simplicity. It has introduced thousands of physical science students to the breadth
of astronomy, and helped prepare them for more advanced studies.

Mathematical Methods in Engineering and Physics
Dynamics is a text aimed at graduate students and advanced undergraduates in
astronomy and physics; its scope is appropriate to a one-semester course. Its
coverage of celestial dynamics includes a discussion of three-body effects,
resonances, and chaos. The section on stellar dynamics covers potentials, orbits,
collisionless stellar systems, and collisional effects such as dynamical friction and
relaxation. Its final section on gas dynamics discusses topics such as turbulence,
gas accretion (including accretion disks) and gas outflow (including winds and jets).
Dynamics is part of the Ohio State Graduate Astrophysics Series, in which
emphasis is placed on order-of-magnitude calculations and the development of
physical insight. Version 1.1: updated to correct typographical errors

The Impact of Binary Stars on Stellar Evolution
An innovative textbook that provides a unique approach to beginning research in
cosmology and high energy astrophysics through a series of problems and
answers.

Compact Star Physics
This textbook offers a comprehensive review of tractor design fundamentals.
Discussing more than hundred problems and including about six hundred
international references, it offers a unique resource to advanced undergraduate
and graduate students, researchers and also practical engineers, managers, test
engineers, consultants and even old-timer fans. Tractors are the most important
pieces of agricultural mechanization, hence a key factor of feeding the world. In
order to address the educational needs of both less and more developed countries,
the author included fundamentals of simple but proved designs for tractors with
moderate technical levels, along with extensive information concerning modern,
premium tractors. The broad technical content has been structured according to
five technology levels, addressing all components. Relevant ISO standards are
considered in all chapters. The book covers historical highlights, tractor project
management (including cost management), traction mechanics, tires (including
inflation control), belt ground drives, and ride dynamics. Further topics are: chassis
design, diesel engines (with emission limits and installation instructions), all
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important types of transmissions, topics in machine element design, and human
factors (health, safety, comfort). Moreover, the content covers tractor-implement
management systems, in particular ISOBUS automation and hydraulic systems.
Cumulative damage fundamentals and tractor load spectra are described and
implemented for dimensioning and design verification. Fundamentals of energy
efficiency are discussed for single tractor components and solutions to reduce the
tractor CO2 footprint are suggested.

Foundations of Wellness
This exciting text opens the entire field of modern astrophysics to the reader by
using only the basic tools of physics. Designed for the junior- level astrophysics
course, each topic is approached in the context of the major unresolved questions
in astrophysics. The core chapters have been designed for a course in stellar
structure and evolution, while the extended chapters provide additional coverage
of the solar system, galactic structure, dynamics, evolution, and cosmology

Astronomy: A Physical Perspective
The significance of the present IAU symposium, "The Large Scale Structure of the
Universe", fortunately requires no elaboration by the editors. The quality of the
wide range of observational and theoretical astrophysics contained in this volume
speaks for itself. The published version of the proceedings contains all the
contributions presented at the symposium with the exception of the introductory
lecture by V. A. Ambartsumian. Contributed papers, short contributions and
discussions have been included according to the recommendations of the IAU.
Many people contributed to the success of the symposium. First of all, thanks are
due to the USSR Academy of Sciences and to the Estonian Academy of Sciences for
sponsoring this symposium in Tallinn. The efforts of Academician K. Rebane,
President of the Estonian Academy of Sciences, are particularly appreciated. The
astronomical hosts of the symposium were the members of the W. Struve
Astrophysical Observatory of Tartu who made outstanding efforts to lavish
participants with Estonian hospitality which was greatly appreciated and enjoyed
by them and their guests. The members of the Scientific and Local Organising
Committees are listed below and we thank all of them for their contributions which
were central to the success of the symposium. In addition are listed members of
the Technical Organising Committee who were responsible for all details of the
organisation and whose vigilance ensured that all aspects of the symposium ran
smoothly and efficiently. Their contributions are all gratefully acknowledged.

Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
Concise and self-contained, this textbook gives a graduate-level introduction to the
physical processes that shape planetary systems, covering all stages of planet
formation. Writing for readers with undergraduate backgrounds in physics,
astronomy, and planetary science, Armitage begins with a description of the
structure and evolution of protoplanetary disks, moves on to the formation of
planetesimals, rocky, and giant planets, and concludes by describing the
gravitational and gas dynamical evolution of planetary systems. He provides a selfPage 9/13
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contained account of the modern theory of planet formation and, for more
advanced readers, carefully selected references to the research literature, noting
areas where research is ongoing. The second edition has been thoroughly revised
to include observational results from NASA's Kepler mission, ALMA observations
and the JUNO mission to Jupiter, new theoretical ideas including pebble accretion,
and an up-to-date understanding in areas such as disk evolution and planet
migration.

Foundations of Astrophysics
Plain-language explanations and a rich set of supporting material help students
understand the mathematical concepts and techniques of astronomy.

High Time-Resolution Astrophysics
Physics and Chemistry of the Solar System, 2nd Edition, is a comprehensive survey
of the planetary physics and physical chemistry of our own solar system. It covers
current research in these areas and the planetary sciences that have benefited
from both earth-based and spacecraft-based experimentation. These experiments
form the basis of this encyclopedic reference, which skillfully fuses synthesis and
explanation. Detailed chapters review each of the major planetary bodies as well
as asteroids, comets, and other small orbitals. Astronomers, physicists, and
planetary scientists can use this state-of-the-art book for both research and
teaching. This Second Edition features extensive new material, including expanded
treatment of new meteorite classes, spacecraft findings from Mars Pathfinder
through Mars Odyssey 2001, recent reflections on brown dwarfs, and descriptions
of planned NASA, ESA, and Japanese planetary missions. * New edition features
expanded treatment of new meteorite classes, the latest spacecraft findings from
Mars, information about 100+ new discoveries of planets and stars, planned lunar
and planetary missions, more end-of-chapter exercises, and more * Includes
extensive new material and is amply illustrated throughout * Reviews each major
planetary body, asteroids, comets, and other small orbitals

Doing Academic Research
A contemporary and complete introduction to astrophysics for astronomy and
physics majors taking a two-semester survey course.

The Large Scale Structure of the Universe
This introduction to compact star physics explains key concepts from general
relativity, thermodynamics and nuclear physics.

Welcome to the Universe
The ideal one-semester astrophysics introduction for science undergraduates—now
expanded and fully updated Winner of the American Astronomical Society's
Chambliss Award, Astrophysics in a Nutshell has become the text of choice in
astrophysics courses for science majors at top universities in North America and
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beyond. In this expanded and fully updated second edition, the book gets even
better, with a new chapter on extrasolar planets; a greatly expanded chapter on
the interstellar medium; fully updated facts and figures on all subjects, from the
observed properties of white dwarfs to the latest results from precision cosmology;
and additional instructive problem sets. Throughout, the text features the same
focused, concise style and emphasis on physics intuition that have made the book
a favorite of students and teachers. Written by Dan Maoz, a leading active
researcher, and designed for advanced undergraduate science majors,
Astrophysics in a Nutshell is a brief but thorough introduction to the observational
data and theoretical concepts underlying modern astronomy. Generously
illustrated, it covers the essentials of modern astrophysics, emphasizing the
common physical principles that govern astronomical phenomena, and the
interplay between theory and observation, while also introducing subjects at the
forefront of modern research, including black holes, dark matter, dark energy, and
gravitational lensing. In addition to serving as a course textbook, Astrophysics in a
Nutshell is an ideal review for a qualifying exam and a handy reference for
teachers and researchers. The most concise and current astrophysics textbook for
science majors—now expanded and fully updated with the latest research results
Contains a broad and well-balanced selection of traditional and current topics Uses
simple, short, and clear derivations of physical results Trains students in the
essential skills of order-of-magnitude analysis Features a new chapter on
extrasolar planets, including discovery techniques Includes new and expanded
sections and problems on the physics of shocks, supernova remnants, cosmic-ray
acceleration, white dwarf properties, baryon acoustic oscillations, and more
Contains instructive problem sets at the end of each chapter Solutions manual
(available only to professors)

Introduction to Cosmology
Changes and additions to the new edition of this classic textbook include a new
chapter on symmetries, new problems and examples, improved explanations,
more numerical problems to be worked on a computer, new applications to solid
state physics, and consolidated treatment of time-dependent potentials.

Cosmology and Astrophysics Through Problems
Fundamental Astronomy is a well-balanced, comprehensive introduction to
classical and modern astronomy. While emphasizing both the astronomical
concepts and the underlying physical principles, the text provides a sound basis for
more profound studies in the astronomical sciences. This is the fifth edition of the
successful undergraduate textbook and reference work. It has been extensively
modernized and extended in the parts dealing with extragalactic astronomy and
cosmology. You will also find augmented sections on the solar system, extrasolar
planets and astrobiology. Long considered a standard text for physical science
majors, Fundamental Astronomy is also an excellent reference work for dedicated
amateur astronomers.

Dynamical Evolution of Globular Clusters
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A substantial update of this award-winning and highly regarded cosmology
textbook, for advanced undergraduates in physics and astronomy.

Future Minds
One of the world's most distinguished astrophysicists presents a comprehensive
theoretical treatment of the dynamical evolution of globular clusters. Lyman
Spitzer's research in this field established the framework for decades of
investigation. Now he summarizes in a unified, systematic way this branch of
theoretical astrophysics with its still challenging problems. Originally published in
1988. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to
again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist
of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
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